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Introduction

The concept of acyclic models, developed by Eilenberg and MacLane [2],

appears to be one of the most convenient tools of algebraic topology. It is the

purpose of this paper to describe a generalization of the theory of Eilenberg

and MacLane, and to apply the theory to proving de Rham's theorem. The

generalized theory has other applications; in particular the proof of the spec-

tral sequence theorem due to Gugenheim and Moore [4] could be slightly

simplified by the results of this paper.

The reader is assumed to know the theory of functors and categories; the

general reference for this topic will be Eilenberg and Steenrod [3, Chapter

IV, pp. 108-113].
The first two chapters are devoted to establishing the existence or unique-

ness of chain and cochain maps; the third chapter is devoted to cup products.

In the fourth chapter the singular CT cubical cohomology theory is defined,

and it is shown that for paracompact manifolds the result is independent of r.

In the last chapter the de Rham cohomology is defined and shown to be iso-

morphic to the singular cohomology (de Rham's theorem) by means of the

Stokes' map /* (integration over chains); it is also shown that the Stokes'

map preserves products, i.e., that f*(afi) = (/*a)W(/*/3). The relation of

acyclic models to products will be treated at length in another paper.

Chapter I. Model theory

In this chapter the abstract concept of a model theory and of a representa-

ble functor is defined. A general method of obtaining model theories, due to

Gugenheim and Moore [4], is described. Two points are of particular interest:

the concept of model theory is given in a natural, or functorial, form; and the

concept of semi-representability is introduced. Semi-representability is deci-

sive in the proof of the de Rham theorem developed later.

1.1. Model theories. If a and 63 are categories, P(a, 63) will denote the

category of covariant functors from a to 63: the objects of P(a, 03) are the

covariant functors T: a—>03, and the maps <£: Pi—>P2 of P(a, 03) are the natu-

ral transformations $ of covariant functors Tx: d—>63, i = l, 2.

Rather than introduce an analogous concept for contravariant functors,

we will utilize the concept of the dual of a category. If a is a category, then

the dual a* of a is a category having the same objects and maps as a, but

such that order is reversed in a*, i.e., if A and A' are objects of d and a*
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and / is a map of these two categories, then /: A-^A' in a* if and only if

/: A'-^A in ft; and if/, g are maps of the two categories whose composition

is defined, then the map of ft denoted by fg is denoted by gf in a*.

If a and (B are categories, then F(a*, (B) may be regarded as the category

whose objects are contravariant functors from ft to 63 and whose maps are

natural transformations of such contravariant functors.

An additive category is a category such that for every pair of objects

A, B of the category, the set of maps/: A—>B in the category is assigned the

structure of an abelian group, so that it f,fi,f2: A—>B and g, gi, g2: B-+C are

maps of the category, then g(fi+f2) =gfi+gf2 and (gi+g2)f = gif+g2f.
If (55 is an additive category, then for any category ft it is possible to make

F(ft, 05) into an additive category in the following way: let Tit T2: ft—>(B be

covariant functors and $, M': Ti-^>T2 be transformations; then Q+ty is to be

the natural transformation Fi—>F2such that for each objects of ft, (^+<I')(A)

=$(A)+iff(A). It is clear that F(a, (B) is then an additive category.

Let now a, (B be additive categories; an additive functor R: a—>(B is a

functor such that R(fi+f2)=R(fi)+R(f2) for maps fu f2: A^A' in a. It is
clear that R is a homomorphism of the group in a of maps of A into A', into

the groups of maps in (B of maps of R(A) into 1?(^4'), or of R(A') into R(A)

(depending on whether R is covariant or contravariant). In particular, R

maps the zero of each such group into the zero of the image group.

In what follows we will use a particular additive category, the category of

A-modules §k; much of what will be done can be extended to more general

additive categories. Throughout this chapter A will denote a fixed associative

ring with unit, and gA will denote the category of left A-modules and A-homo-

morphisms. If cp, xp: Gi—>G2 are A-homomorphisms, let cp+xp: G\^>G2 be de-

fined by (<p+xp)(g) = <p(g)+*P(g) for gEGi; then it is clear that gA is an additive

category, and thus that F(a, gA) is an additive category for any category a.

Definition. A direct model theory on a category a is a pair (R, T) com-

posed of an additive covariant functor R: F(&, Q\)-^>F(a, gA) and a natural

transformation T: R-^I of R into the identity functor I: F(<2, gA)-+F(a, gA).

An inverse model theory on a is a pair (R, T) composed of an additive co-

variant functor R: F(&, (ja)—>F(Q,, gA) and a natural transformation T: I-^R

of the identity functor 1 into the functor R.

1.2. Categories with models. Before dealing with the theory of models, it

will be convenient to describe how model theories may be obtained; the

scheme described below is due to Gugenheim and Moore [4].

A category with models is a system (a, 3U, S) such that:

(i)  a is a category;

(ii) 311 is a set of objects of a, the elements of 3H being called models;

(iii) For each object A of a there is given a set S(A) of maps u: M-^A

in a mapping models Min 3E into A (we will write (M, u)ES(A) if u: M^>A

is in 5(^1));
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(iv)  If uES(A) and f:A-*B is a map of a, then fuES(B).
Remark. If each S(A) consists of all maps u: M^>A of models Af in 3TC

into A, then (iii), and (iv) are also satisfied; we speak in this case of a category

with models (a, 3TC). This case is that originally considered by Eilenberg and

MacLane [2].

If (a, 311, S) is a category with models, we can define a direct model theory

(R, T) on a and an inverse model theory (R*, T*) on a*; these model theories

will be called the model theories associated with (a, SOT, S). As a preliminary

we make several notational definitions.

If G is a A-module and x is some object, (G, x) will denote the group whose

elements are pairs (g, x), gEG, with (gx, x) + (g2, x) = (gi+g2, x). If T: d—>gA

is a functor and f: A—*B is a map of a, T(A, /) will denote the module

(T(A),f). If G« is a A-module for a in a set A, then 23aeA Ga will denote the

direct sum of the Ga and IJ<»eA ^« w'" denote the direct product; an element

7 of HaeA Ca will be considered as a function on A such that y(a)EGa for

Let T: a—>Qa be a covariant functor; we define a covariant functor

t: a—>£a and a transformation rr: f^>T in the following way. If A is an

object of a, set t(A) = 2~L(.mm^S(.a) T(M, u); iff: A-+B is a map of a, f(f)

is the homomorphism T(A)-^T(B) defined by setting T(f)(m, u)=(m,fu)

for mET(M). Then it is easy to see that T is a covariant functor. Let TT(A)

be the homomorphism T(A)-^>T(A) defined by TT(A)(m, u) = T(u)m for

mEM; then VT is a transformation T—*T. Finally, if <£: Pi—>P2 is a trans-

formation of covariant functors Pi, P2: a—>9a, let$(^l) be the homomorphism

defined by $(A)(m, u) = (fb(M)m, u) for mETx(M); then $ is a transforma-

tion fx->f2. Setting R(T) = f, P(<F) =$, and T(T)=TT then defines a co-

variant model theory (R, T) on a.

Let now T: a—>9a be a contravariant functor. We will define a functor

f: a^gA and a transformation r$: T-^f. Let f (A) = Tlm.nesu) T(M, u);

if /: A—>B is a map, let T(f) be the homomorphism T(B)^>T(A) defined by

setting, for y an element of T(B) and u in S(A), (T(f)y)(u) =y(fu). Then it

is easy to see that T is a contravariant functor. Let T*(A) be the homo-

morphism T(A)-+T(A) defined by (T%(A)a)(u) = T(u)a for aET(A) and

uES(A); then T* is a transformation T—>T. Finally, if $: Pi—>P2 is a trans-

formation of contravariant functors Pi, P2: a—>Qa, let "^(^l) be the homo-

morphism fx(A)^f2(A) defined by ($(A)y)(u) =$(M)y(u) for (Af, «)G5(i)

and 7 an element of Pi(yl); then $ is a transformation Pi—>P2. Setting

R*(T) = f, P*($) =$, and T*(T) =T* then defines an inverse model theory

(R*, r*) on a*.
1.3. Representations. The concept of model theories is of use mainly in

connection with representable or semi-representable functors, which we will

now define.

Definition. Let
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(direct
(R, T) be a < model theory

(.inverse

on a category a, and let T: a—^a be a covariant functor. Then T is said to

be representable if there is a transformation

(X:T^R(T) (Y(T)x:T^T
< such that <
\X:R(T)-+T \XT(T):T^T

is the identity transformation; is called a representation of T. The functor T

is called semi-representable if for each object A oi a there is a A-homo-

morphism

/      x(A):T(A)-*R(T)(A) (Y(T)(A)x(A): T(A) -» T(A)
< such that   <
\X(A):R(T)(A)^T(A) \X(A)Y(T)(A): T(A) -> T(A)

is the identity homomorphism for each object A of a; the function x is called

a semi-representation of F. Clearly every representable functor is semi-

representable.

Proposition 1. Let (R, Y) be a direct or inverse model theory on a category

a, and let T, T\: a—>gA be covariant functors. Let £: T—>Ti, rj: Ti—>T be trans-

formations such that £17: Ti—>Ti is the identity transformation. Then if T is

representable (or semi-representable) so is Ti.

The reader is referred to Eilenberg and MacLane [2] for a proof which

applies to the present proposition.

1.4. Products of model theories. Let (Ru Ti) and (R2, T2) be model theo-

ries on a category a, both direct or both inverse. The product (R, T) of the

two model theories is a model theory direct or inverse with (Ru Ti) and

(R2, T2), defined in the following way. If T is a covariant functor, R(T)(A)

is to be the direct sum Ri(T)(A)+R2(T)(A) ior each object A; ii $: Fi->F2

is a transformation of covariant functors, lt($) is to be the transformation

which assigns to the object A the homomorphism R($)(A): R(Ti)(A)

->R(Tt)(A) defined by R($)(A)(oi, a2) = (Ri($)au R2($)a2) ior aiERi(Ti)(A)

and a2ER2(Ti)(A). If the theories are direct, T assigns to T and A the homo-

morphism   T(T)(A):R(T)(A)-+T(A)   defined   by

(T(T)(A))(au a2) = Ti(T)(A)ai + T2(T)(A)a2

for aiERi(T)(A) and a2ER2(T)(A). If both theories are inverse, T assigns to

TandAthehomomorphismY(T)(A):T(A)^R(T)(A)der\nedhy(T(T)(A))a

= (Yi(T)(A)a, Y2(T)(A)a) for aET(A).

Proposition 2. Let (Ri, Yi) and (R2, Y2) be model theories on a category a,

both direct or both inverse, and let (R, Y) be their product. If a functor T is repre-
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sentable (or semi-representable) for either (Rx, Vi) or (R2, V2), then T is represen-

table (or semi-representable) for (R, T).

The proof is trivial.

Chapter II. Acyclic models

In this chapter the concept of models is applied to homology and coho-

mology. After some preliminary definitions, the fundamental theorems of

Eilenberg and MacLane [2] are established (Theorems 5, 6 and 7). In addi-

tion, two new theorems dealing with semi-representability are established.

Theorem 9B is basically the proof of de Rham's theorem.

2.1. Chain and cochain functors. We will first define the categories dgA

and 5gA of chain and cochain complexes.

A chain complex is a A-module G with a A-homomorphism 5: G—>G such

that d2 = 0, and a direct sum decomposition into submodules G= 2~2nGn (n

running through the integers) such that dGnQGn-x\ the map G„—>Gn-x in-

duced by d is denoted by d„. A chain map/: G—*G' is a A-homomorphism such

that/d = d/and/GnCG„' ; the map Gn-^Gn' induced by/is denoted by/„. The

category of chain complexes and chain maps will be denoted by dgA-

A cochain complex is a A-module G with a A-homomorphism S: G^G such

that 52 = 0, and a direct product decomposition into submodules G= JJ„ Gn

such that 5G„CG„+1; the map Gn—>G„+i induced by 5 is denoted by 5„. A

cochain map/: G—*G' is a A-homomorphism such that/5 = 5/ and fGn^Gn ;

the map Gn—>G„' induced by / is denoted by /„. The category of cochain

complexes and cochain maps is denoted by 59a.

If G is a chain complex we set 77(G) = d~10/dG; 27(G) has an induced direct

sum decomposition 27(G) = 2~2n Hn(G) where 77„(G) =GnP\d-10/dG„+i. If

/: G—*G' is a chain map then/ induces homomorphisms/*: 27(G)—>27(G') and

/*: Hn(G)—>Hn(G'), where the use of the same symbol/* will cause no con-

fusion. Setting H(f) =/* or H„(f) =/* defines functors 27: dgA—>gA and

27n:dgA^gA.

If G is a cochain complex we set

27(G) =5"10/5G and 27„(G) = G„n5-10/8Gn_i

(this notation differs slightly from the customary but will be more con-

venient for the abstract portions of this paper); then there is a direct prod-

uct decomposition 27(G) = JJn 27„(G). If /: G—*G' is a cochain map it in-

duces maps/*: 27(G) -*H(G') and/*: 27n(G)^22n(G'); setting H(f) =f* and

H*(f) —f* defines covariant functors 77: 5gA—>gA and 27„: 5gA—>gA-

A chain functor is a functor K: a—>dgA, and a cochain functor is a functor

K: a—>5gA. The functor which to each object A assigns the w-dimensional

part (K(A))n and to each map assigns the w-dimensional part (K(f))n will be

denoted by Kn, where K is a chain or cochain functor; Kn is covariant or
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contravariant with K. If IT is a chain functor there are transformations

d„: Kn—>K„-i such that d„_id„ = 0; if K is a cochain functor there are trans-

formations 5n: Kn—*Kn+i such that 5„+i6"n = 0.

Let K, L: a—>dgA be two chain functors, both covariant or both contra-

variant; a transformation/: K^>L is called a chain transformation. A chain

transformation/: K—>L induces transformations/„: Kn-^>L„ such that/n_idn

= dnf„; and if for each n there is a transformation /„: Kn—*Ln such that

fn-idn = dnfn, then there is a chain transformation/: X—>L inducing the/„.

Let K, L: (2—+5$a he two cochain functors, both covariant or both con-

travariant; a transformation/: K-^L is called a cochain transformation. A

cochain transform /: K—>L induces transformations /„: Kn-^Ln such that

/n+i8„ = bnfn; if for each n there is a transformation /„: Kn—*Ln such that

fn+ibn = Onfn, then there is a cochain transformation /: K-^L inducing the /„.

The central question of this paper is that of the existence and uniqueness

of chain or cochain transformations: Let K, L: d-^d^A (or K, L: a—>5gA) be

chain (or cochain) functors, both covariant or contravariant; when is there a

chain (or cochain) transformation /: K-^L7 It f, g: K—*L are chain (or co-

chain) transformations, when are the maps/*, g*: HAT—>UZ, the same? The

remainder of this section is devoted to setting up machinery which in con-

nection with the theory of models will enable us to give answers to these ques-

tions.

IK, L: a—>dgA (chain
Let  < be   < functors,

(K, L: a —> 5gA (.cochain

both covariant or both contravariant, and let/, g: K—>L

(chain (chain
be < .   transformations. A < homotopy

(.cochain (cochain

, , .        (D„: K„—> Ln+i,
D: f ~ g is a set of transformations <

(.£>„: Kn —> Ln-1

ior each n, such that

Idn+lDn + Dn-ldn  = fn  ~  gn,

{8„-lDn +  D„+iS„   = fn  —  gn-

If a homotopy £>:/~g exists, the maps/*, g*: HK-+HL are equal.

If G= ^3„ G„ is a chain complex with boundary operator d, we define

the g-skeleton "G of G to be the chain complex defined in the following way:

"G is the module which is the direct sum of the Gn for n<q, 9G= zln<q G„;

the boundary operator on qG is the homomorphism which is dn: G„—>G„-i for

n<q, and which is the zero map in dimensions >q. If/: G^G' is a chain map,

the g-skeleton "f of / is the map "f: qG^>'>G' which is equal to/ in dimensions

<q and which is the zero map in dimensions >q; the map "f is again a chain
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map. If K: d—>dgA is a chain functor, composing K with the functor "q-

skeleton" gives a functor which is called the g-skeleton of K and is denoted by
qK.

The g-skeleton of a chain complex G is a subcomplex of G, and there is

thus a natural map, the inclusion map, qG^>G which is obviously a chain map.

There thus arises a natural chain transformation qK—>K for any chain functor

K; iff: K^L is a chain transformation, its composition with the transforma-

tion qK^>K will be called the g-skeleton of / and denoted by qf: qK-^>L (the

distinction between the g-skeletons of chain maps and of chain transforma-

tions must be kept in mind).

If G=YLnGn is a cochain complex with coboundary operator 5, the g-

skeleton "G of G is defined to be the direct product of the submodules G„ for

n<q, qG = irn<qGn, and the coboundary operator is defined analogously. If

/: G—>G' is a cochain map, the g-skeleton qf off is the cochain map */: qG—>qG'

which is equal to/in dimensions <q and is the zero map in dimensions >q.

If K: a—>5gA is a cochain functor, the composition of K with the functor

"g-skeleton" gives a functor qK which is called the g-skeleton of K.

The g-skeleton of a cochain complex G is a factor complex of G, and there

is thus a natural map G^>qG which is clearly a cochain map. There thus arises

a natural cochain transformation L^"L for any cochain functor; if/: K—>L

is a cochain transformation, the composition off with the map L^>qL is called

the g-skeleton of / and denoted by "f: K^>qL (again the distinction between

the g-skeletons of cochain maps and cochain transformations must be kept in

mind).

2.2. Models and acyclic functors. Let (R, T) be a direct or inverse model

theory on a category a. If K: a—>dgA (or K: a—>6gA) is a covariant chain

(or cochain) functor, we define R(K) to be the chain functor a—»dgA (or the

cochain functor a—>5gA) whose w-dimensional part is R(Kn) (since Kn: a—»gA,

R(K„) is already defined); iff: K^L is a chain (or cochain) transformation of

covariant chain (or cochain) functors, we define R(f) to be the chain (or

cochain) transformation whose w-dimensional part is R(fn). It is clear that

R(qK)=qR(K) and R(qf)=qR(f).
A functor K: d—>dgA is called acyclic in dimension w if there are trans-

formations An: Kn—>Kn+x, An_i: 7£„_i—>2Cn such that dn+iAn+A„_idn is the

identity transformation of Kn into itself. The functor K is called semi-acyclic

in dimension w if to each object A there is a pair of homomorphisms An(A):

Kn(A)-+Kn+x(A), An_x(A): Kn-x(A) ^ Kn(A) such that dn+l(A)An(A)

+An_x(A)dn(A) is the identity homomorphism of Kn(A) into itself.

A functor K: a—>5gA is called acyclic in dimension w if there are trans-

formations An: 2£„—>2Cn_i, A„+1: Kn+1—>Kn such that 5„_iAn+An+i5„ is the

identity transformation of Kn into itself; K is called semi-acyclic in dimen-

sion w if for each object A there is a pair of homomorphisms An(^4), An+1(.4)

with this property.
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We shall be interested in the condition that for a certain model theory

(R, Y) and a certain chain or cochain functor K, the functor R(K) he acyclic in

some dimension.

Proposition 3. Let (Ri, Yi) and (R2, Y2) be model theories on a category a,

both direct or both inverse, and let (R, Y) be their product; let K be a covariant

chain or cochain functor on d. If Ri(K) and R2(K) are both acyclic (or both

semi-acyclic) in dimension n, then so is R(K).

The proof is obvious.

Let now (a, 3TC, S) be a category with models. A covariant chain functor

K: Q—^dQn is said to be acyclic on models in dimension n if for each model

M in 3TC there is a pair of homomorphisms An(M): Kn(M)-^Kn+i(M),

An-i(M): Kn-i(M)^>Kn(M) such that An_i(M)dn(M)+dn+i(M)An(M) is the

identity map K„(M)—*Kn(M). A contravariant cochain functor K: <2—>oQa.

is said to be acyclic on models in dimension n if for each model M in 3TC there

is a pair of maps An(M): Kn(M)->Kn-i(M), An+i(M): Kn+i(M)-*Kn(M) such

that An+i(M)8n(M)+8n-i(M)An(M) is the identity map Kn(M)->Kn(M).

The following proposition is now easy to establish.

Proposition 4. Let (a, 3TC, S) be a category with models, and let (R, Y) be

the associated direct model theory on a, (R*, T*) be the associated inverse model

theory on a*; let K: &—>dQA. be a covariant chapt functor and L: a—>5gA be a

contravariant cochain functor.

If K is acyclic on models in dimension n, then R(K) is acyclic in dimension n.

If L is acyclic on models in dimension n, then R*(L) is acyclic in dimen-

sion n.

We have defined the concept of functors being acyclic in a particular di-

mension ; it is more usual that we should have this condition for all dimensions

simultaneously.

Let K: a—>dgA be a chain functor. If for each dimension n there is a

transformation Dn: Kn-^Kn+i such that dn+iDn+Dn-idn = l then K is said to

be acyclic. Similarly the concept of semi-acyclicity can be defined; and if

(a, 311, S) is a category with models, we can define what is meant by saying

K is acyclic or naturally acyclic on models.

If K: a—>5gA is a cochain functor, we can again define the concept of

acyclicity and semi-acyclicity for K; if (a, 311, S) is a category with models,

we can define the concepts of acyclicity on models. We have then:

Proposition 4a. Let (a, 3TC, S) be a category with models, and let (R, Y),

(R*, Y*) be the associated direct and inverse model theories. Let K: a—>dgA be

a covariant chain functor and L: a—»5gA a contravariant cochain functor on a.

If K is acyclic on models, then R(K) is acyclic.

If L is acyclic on models, then R*(L) is acyclic
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2.3. The existence and uniqueness theorems. Throughout this section we

will usually make one or another of two hypotheses, which will be called

Hypothesis A and Hypothesis B:

Hypothesis A. d is a category, (R, T) is a direct model theory on d, and

K, L: d—>dQx are covariant chain functors.

Hypothesis B. d is a category, (R, T) is an inverse model theory on d, and

K, L: a—»5gA are covariant cochain functors.

We begin with theorems giving conditions for the existence and unique-

ness of chain or cochain transformations.

Theorem 5A. Under Hypothesis A, letf: qK—>L be a chain transformation.

If Kq+x is representable and R(L) is acyclic in dimension q, then f has an exten-

sion f: q+1K-^L.

Theorem 5B. Under Hypothesis B, let f: K-^qL be a cochain transforma-

tion. If R(K) is acyclic in dimension q and Lq+l is representable, then f has an

extension /': K—>q+1L.

Proof. We give the proof for Theorem 5A only, since the proof of Theorem

5B is similar.

It is required to find/,+i: Kq+x—>Lq+x so that dq+xfq+x=fqdq+x-

Let x be a representation of 2C,_i and let A<: R(Li)—->P(L,-+1) for i = q, q — 1

be such that dg+iAa+A3_idg = l. Let then/2+i = r(Lg+i)AgP(/,d8+i)x; then a

simple computation shows that/9+i has the desired property.

Theorem 6A. Under Hypothesis A, letf, g: K—>L be chain transformations

inducing "f, "g: qK^>L, and let D: qf^qg be a chain homotopy. If Kq+l is repre-

sentable and R(L) is acyclic in dimension q + 1, then D has an extension D':

?+1/—9+1£.

Theorem 6B. Under Hypothesis B, letf, g: K^>L be cochain transformations

inducing "f, qg: K^>"L, and let D: qf^qg be a cochain homotopy. If R(K) is

acyclic in dimension q + 1 and Lq+x is representable, then D has an extension
£)'■ 3+y~g+l,,

Proof (for Theorem 6A). We must define a transformation Dq+X: Kq+1

—>L,,+2 so that dq+2Dq+x=fq+x — gq+x—Dqdq+x.

Let x be a representation of Kq_x and let A,-: R(Li)—>R(Li+i) for i = q, q + 1

be such that da+2A3+i+A9d,+i = 1. Let Dq+x = V(Lq^x)Aq+xR(fq+x-gq+x-Dqdq+i)x\
then a simple computation shows that the desired relation holds.

As a corollary of Theorems 5 and 6 we obtain:

Theorem 7A. Under Hypothesis A, letf: qK—>L be a chain transformation,

and let Kn be representable for n >g+l, R(L) be acyclic in each dimension n>q.

Then f has an extension f: K-^L, and iff, f": K-+L are extensions of f there is
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a chain homotopy l?:/'~/" with Dn = 0 for n<q.

Theorem 7B. Under Hypothesis B, letf: K—*qL be a cochain transformation,

and let R(K) be acyclic in every dimension n>q, and let Ln be representable for

n>q + l. Then f has an extension f: K^L, and if' f',/"': K—+L are extensions of

f there is a cochain homotopy £>:/'~/" with Dn = 0for n<q.

The preceding theorems are essentially contained in Eilenberg and Mac-

Lane [2]. We turn now to new theorems which give uniqueness conditions

for a chain or cochain map with fewer restrictions on K and L; however the

existence of maps can no longer be established in general.

Theorem 8A. Under Hypothesis A, letf, g: K—+L be chain transformations

inducing qf, qg: qK-^L, and let D: qf^^qg be a chain homotopy. If Kn is semi-

representable for n>q + l and R(L) is semi-acyclic in each dimension n>q,

thenf*=g*:HK-^HL.

Theorem 8B. Under Hypothesis B, let f, g: K-^L be cochain transforma-

tions inducing qf, qg: K-^>qL and let D: qfc^qg be a cochain homotopy. If R(K) is

semi-acyclic in each dimension n>q and Ln is semi-representable for n>q +1,

thenf*=g*:HK-->HL.

Proof (for Theorem 8A). Let A be an object of a, and let f' = R(f) A,

g'=R(g)A, K'=R(K)A, L'=R(L)A. Let x»: Kn(A)-+K: for n>q+l he
such that (Y(Kn)A)xn: Kn(A)^Kn(A) is the identity map; and let A":

L/—»L/+i for i = n, n — lhe such that 5n+iA"-l-A"_13n = l.

It will suffice to find maps Dn: Kn(A)—*Ln+i(A) such that dn+i(A)Dn

+Dn-idJA) =fn(A) — gn(A); we will construct inductively maps D„ with this

property and maps DI: KI-+L»'+i with (T(Ln+i)A)DJ =Dn(T(Kn)A). We

set Dn = Dn(A) and D/ =R(Dn)A for n<q, and assume that Dn, Dn' have

been  defined  with  the desired  properties  for n<m.  Let

Dm+l   =   Am+i(/m+l   —   gm+l   ~  Dm)Xm+l(Y(Km+i)A)

and let Dm+X= (Y(Lm+2)A)D'm+lXm+i. Then a simple computation shows that

the D and D' have the desired properties. Hence the theorem follows by

induction.

Theorem 9A. Under Hypothesis A, letf: K^>L and g: qL-+K be chain trans-

formations, where f induces qf: "K—+L; let qi: qK^>K and qj: qL—>L be the natural

maps, and let D: gqfc^.qi, E:fg~qj be chain homotopies. If both Kn and Ln are

semi-representable for n>q+l and if both R(K) and R(L) are semi-acyclic in

each dimension n>q, then f* is a natural equivalence of HK and HL, i.e., for

each object A, U(A): H(K(A)) ~H(L(A)).

Theorem 9B. Under Hypothesis B, let f: K—>L and g: L-^qK be cochain

transformations, where f induces "f: K^>qL; lei "i: K-^"K and qj: L—>qL be the
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natural maps, and let D: g/~9i, E: qfgc^qj be cochain homotopies. If both Kn

and Ln are semi-representable for w>g+l and if both R(K) and R(L) are semi-

acyclic in each dimension n > g, then /* is a natural equivalence of HK and HL.

Proof (for Theorem 9A). Let A be an object of a, and set K' = K(A),

L' = L(A),f'=f(A) and K"=R(K)A, L" =R(L)A, f" =R(f)A. It will suffice
to show that there are maps gn': Ln' —>KJ such that dn+igj+i = gjdn+i, and

maps D/ : KJ^KJ+U El: LJ-^LJ+i such that dn+iDn' +DJ_xdn = gJfJ -1
and d„+iEJ +En-xdn=fJgJ —1.

We will define inductively maps g', D', E' with the above properties and

maps gj': LJ' -+KJ', DI': KJ'-*Kn'+1, and En" : LJ'-+L'J+1 such that
(T(Kn)A)gJ' =gn (T(Ln)A),(T(Kn+i)A)DJ' =DJ (T(Kn)A),and (T(Ln+i)A)EJ'
= EJ(T(Ln)A)-

Let Xn-KJ-^KJ' and Xn-LJ-^LJ' be such that (V(Kn)A)Xn = 1 and
(Y(Ln)A)ipn = 1; let A?: Ki'->K'i+x and Z?: Ll'-+Li+1 for i = n, n-1 and n>q

be such that r3„+iA:+A:_idn = l and dn+lZnn+Znn-idn = l.

Define gn' =gn(A), gj' =R(gn)A, DJ =Dn(A), DJ' =R(Dn)A, EJ =En(A)
and EJ' =R(En)A for n<q, and assume that these maps are defined for n<m

and have the desired properties. We define g^+l=A^tg'^dm+i4'm+i(V(Lm+i)A)

and g'm+1 = (T(Km+x)A)g^+1\(/m+x, then define

Dm+x  =  Am+x(gm+lfm+l  —   1   — Dmdm+x)Xm+X\T(Km+x)A),

Em+x   =   1'm+x(fm+lgm+l   —   1   —   Emdm+i)^m+x(^(Lm+i)A) ,

and

Dm+x   =   \T(Km+2)A)Dm+xXm+l,   Pm+1   =   (T(Lm+2)A)Em+ipm+l.

A simple calculation then shows that the new maps have the desired proper-

ties, and the theorem is established.

Remark. It is also possible to establish the existence and uniqueness of

chain transformations in yet another way. If in a category with models a

system of chain maps or chain homotopies is given on the models, satisfying

naturalness conditions similar to those in the definition of acyclicity on

models, and if the appropriate representability or semi-representability con-

ditions are satisfied, the existence of the corresponding natural transforma-

tions is assured.

2.4. Augmentations. In this section we will define the concept of an aug-

mentation, which will be used later.

Let G be a A-module. For any category a, the functor G will be the

functor a—>gA which assigns to each space A of a the module G, and which

assigns to each map/of a the identity map of G. As a functor, G is both co-

variant and contravariant.

Let K: d—>dQi, be a chain functor; K is said to vanish in negative dimen-

sions if 2C„ = 0 for w<0. A similar definition is given for cochain functors.

Let K: d-^dQ^. be a chain functor which vanishes in negative dimensions.
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An augmentation (e, G) of K consists of a A-module G and a transformation

e: Ko—>G such that the transformation eo\: Ky—>G is zero, edi = 0. If K is

defined by Kn = Kn for n^—l, K-i = G, 67 = dn for n^O, —1 and do = e,

d_i = 0, then 1^: a-^dgA is a chain functor, covariant or contravariant with

K, called the augmented chain functor.

If K: ft—>5gA is a cochain functor, then an augmentation (e, G) of K con-

sists of a A-module G and a transformation e: G—>K0 such that 50e = 0. The

augmented cochain functor K of A! is defined in the obvious way.

Chapter III. Cup products

In this chapter a special case of products in cohomology is dealt with,

as a foundation for the treatment of the exterior product in the de Rham

theory. A general theory of products will be developed in a later paper.

3.1. Tensor products. We assume the concept of the tensor product

Gi®aG2 of twoA-modules Gx and G2, as given in Bourbaki [l]. The subscript

A will be omitted when no confusion can result.

If G and G' are cochain complexes in 5gA, a cochain complex G®G' is

defined as follows:

(G ®G')n =   2 Gp ® aGj , the direct sum;
p+q=n

&(u ® v) =Su ® v + ( — l)pu ® Sv,     for u EGP, v EG'.

If /: G—*H, g: G'-^H' are cochain maps, then f®g: G®G'-^H®H' is a co-

chain map.

UK, L: a—>5gA are cochain functors of the same kind, a cochain functor

K®L: a^5gA is defined by (K®L)(A)=K(A)®L(A) and (K®L)(f)

= K(f)®L(f).
Let K and L vanish in negative dimensions; and let (k'- Gk~^>Ko, Cl-

Gz,—>L0 be augmentations of K and L; then ex® ex.: GK®GiJ-^Ka®Lo

= (K®L)0 is an augmentation of K®L.

Proposition 10. Let K, L: a—>SgA be cochain functors of the same kind,

vanishing in negative dimensions, and let €&'■ Gi—>K0, ex: G2—*LB be augmenta-

tions of K and L; let ex®ex, be the induced augmentation of K®L, and let

K, L, (K®L)~ be the corresponding augmented functors. Let (a, 311, S) be a

category with models.

If K and L are acyclic on models, so is (K®L)~.

Proof. We need only prove the following: Let C and C' be cochain complexes

vanishing in negative dimensions with augmentations e: G—>Go, e': G'—^Co , in-

ducing the augmentation e®e': G®G'—>Co®C0' =(C®C')o, and let C, C' and

(C®C')~ be the corresponding augmented complexes; if C and C' are acyclic, so

is (C®C')~. Let Dn: Cn—>Cn-i, DI: C/->C~-i he the cochain homotopies

making C, C' acyclic. We have Sn_i£>„+F'„+i5n = l, Sn_iDn'+F>n'+i5n = 1; we
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must define DJ': (C ® C')~-^(C ® C')~_x so that 5„_tD„" -+Z?^15n = l.

First observe that for gEG, g'EG' we have D0Eg = g and D0' E'g'=g'-

If aECp, bECq , p+q = n, define

DJ' (a®b) = (Dpa) ®b for p > 0, q > 0,

= eD0a ® Dqb for p = 0, q > 0,

= D0a ® Dob for p = 0, q = 0

and let DJ' = 0 for w < 0. Then for p = — 1, g = — 1 we have

5_22)_i(a ® b) + D08-i(a ® b) = D0ta ® D"eb = a ® b;

for p = 0, g = 0 we have

5_i7V'' (a <8> b) + DMa ® b) = eD0a ® e'D0' b + Di(80a ®b + a® 80b)

= eD0a ® e'D0' b + Di80a ® b + eD0a ® D{ 80b

= cD0a ® (c'Do' + Di'80)b + Dx80a ® b

= (eDo + Dx8i)a ® b = a ® b;

for p = 0, g > 0 we have

(8q_xDq + Dq+x8q)(a ® b)

= 80eD0a ® Dqb + eD0a ® 8q-xDqb + Dx80a ® b + eD0a ® Dq+x8qb

= eD0a ® (8t-xDq + D'q+x8q)b + Dx80a ® b

= (eD0 + Dx8Q)a ® b = a ® b;

finally for p>0, g>0 we have

(8n-iD'J + D''+i8n)(a ® b)

= 8p_xDpa ® b + (- Vj^Dva ® 8pb + Dp+xSpa ®b+ (-l)pDpa ® 8qb

= a ® b

3.2. Cup products. Let K', K", K: d—>5gA be cochain functors of the

same kind, and f:K'®K"-*K a cochain transformation. Then/ defines a

transformation /*: H(K')®H(K")^H(K) as follows: If A is in a and

uEKP' (A), vEKq' (A) are cocycles (bu=Q, hv = 0), then u®v is a cocycle of

Kp+q(A); and if aEKJ+x(A), bEK's'+1(A) then

(u = 8a) ® (v + 8b) = u ® v + S(a ® [v + 8b]) + (-l)p8(u ® b)

so that the cohomology class of u®v depends only on the cohomology classes

of u and v.

The map/*: 27(2C') ®H(K")->H(K) will be called a cup product, as will
themap/:2i:'<g>2t""^7C.
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From Proposition 4A and 10 and Theorems 7B, 8B and 9B we obtain the

following:

Theorem 11. Let (a, 311, S) be a category with models, and let (R*, Y*) be

the associated inverse model theory. Let K', K", K: a—>5gA be cochain functors

of the same kind vanishing in negative dimensions with augmentations e': G'—*K0',

e":G"—>K0", e: G-^Ko, inducing the augmented functors K', K", K. Let

cp: G'(g>G"—>G. Assume further that K' and K" are acyclic on models.

If Kn is representable for all n, there exists a product f: K' ®K"—>K such

thatf(e'®e") =ecp, and f is unique up to cochain homotopy.

If Kn is semi-representable for all n and if there are products /<: K' ®K"—*K

such thatfi(e'Xe")=ecp, i = l, 2, then/»=/»: H(K')XH(K")-*H(K).

As a corollary we have:

Corollary. Let K', K", K, U, L", L: a—>5gA be cochain functors of the

same kind vanishing in negative dimensions and let e': G'—>K0', rj': G'—^Lq ,

e": G"—>A"0" , n": G"^>Lo', e: G—>K0, rj: G—>L0 be augmentations inducing the

augmented functors K', K", K, L', L", L. Letcp: G'®G"^>G, and let (a, 311, S)

be a category with models. Let K', K" be acyclic on models, and Ln be semi-

representable for all n. Let f: K'—*L', f": K"^>L", f: K^>L be cochain maps,

such that f0' e' = n', /0" e" = rj", f0e = *<,; and let g:K'®K"->K, h:L'®L"-^L

be products such that g(e'®e") =ecp, h(-q'Xv") =rl4>- Then the diagram

H(K') ® H(K") ^ H(K)

I/*' ®W   h    if*
H(L') ® H(L") 4 H(L)

is commutative.

Chapter IV. Singular homology theory

In this chapter the singular Cr homology theory of Cr manifolds is de-

scribed. The independence of the result of the class r is established, as an

application of acyclic models.

4.1. The singular functor. Let &r he the category of paracompact mani-

folds of class r (r = 0, 1, • • • , °°, w), and maps of class r. For 0<s<r, we

define a C* w-cube a of a Cr manifold M to be a map a: In—+M of the unit

«-cube into if, such that a can be extended to a C" map of an open neighbor-

hood of In (in w-space); clearly every C' »-cube is a C° M-cube (in the future,

a C° w-cube will be called simply an w-cube).

If cr is an w-cube, e = 0, 1 and l<i<n, then we define an (n-l)-cuhe

F\(j by

(Ficr)(li, • • • , tn-i) = cr(ti, • • • , ti-i, e, /;,••• , t„-i);

if 1 <i<n + l we define an (w + l)-cube Dicr by
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(Di<r)(tx, ■ • • , tn+i) = a(tx, • • • ti-x, ti+x, ■ * • , tn+x).

,If a is of class s, so are F\a and DiO. The operations F\ and Dj satisfy the rela-

tions

FYj = F"jFi+x i > j,

DJDj = Dj+iDt i > j,

FJDj = Dj-xF'i i > j,

FiDi = 1,

F'iDj = DP'i+x i < j.

If G is an abelian group, the C* singular chain and cochain complexes

with coefficients in G of a Cr manifold Af(s<r) is defined as follows: Let

Cn(M) be the free abelian group generated by the C' w-cubes of w, and

DCn(M) the subgroup generated by C w-cubes of the form D<r, r a C* (w — 1)-

cube; let d: Cn(M)^Cn-x(M) be defined by

^=E(-l)''+'Pk

Then d2 = 0 anddDCn(M)CDCn-x(m). Define Cn(M) = Cn(M)/DCn(M), and
C(M) = }ZCn(M) as the direct sum of the Cn(M); let d: C(M)^>C(M) be the

map induced by 3. Then {C(A7), d} is a chain complex. We define C(Af; G)

as C(M) ®G and C*(M; G) as Horn (C(M), G); then C(M; G) is a chain com-

plex and C*(M; G) is a cochain complex called respectively the C' singular

chain and cochain complexes of Af with coefficients in G.

If/: M—>N is a Cr map of CT manifolds, and a is a C' w-cube of M, then

/o a is an w-cube of N; further

fo(F\o-) =F\(foa),

/o(ZV) = DJJotr).

Thus/ induces chain maps

ft:C(M;G)-*C(N;G),       f*:C*(N;G) -+C(M;G).

The pair [ C(A7; G),ff} defines a covariant functor dT—>dgA and { C*(M, G),

f*} defines a contravariant functor ar—>5gA, which will be called respectively

the C singular chain and cochain functors with coefficients G.

Mapping C0(A7) = CTQ(M)—>Z (the integers) by  ^w.-ffi—>^w,- defines an

augmentation of C(M). If K and K* denote the C* singular chain and cochain

functors with coefficients G, augmentations

* *
e: Ko —> G,       e : G —> 2Co

are defined by the augmentation of G(Af); e and e* will be called the natural

augmentations.
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It is known that the C" singular theories all determine the same homology

and cohomology theories for all s; a proof of this fact will be sketched here.

Let K and L be the Cr and C", singular chain functors on ar, r>s (a dual

proof will apply for the cochain functors); since every Cr «-cube is a C'

«-cube, there is a chain transformation /: K^>L.

Let a be the subcategory of ar formed of all paracompact Cr manifolds

and inclusion maps i: M-^N of an open submanifold M of N into N. Then

K, L and / are defined on a.

Let L be the functor on a defined by letting L(M) he the subcomplex of

C(M; G) generated by w-cubes contained in some neighborhood of M; in

particular, for r = s, K is also defined. The inclusion maps k: K^>K and

/: L—*L are then chain transformations, and/: K-^>L induces a chain trans-

formation /: K^>L, so that

kIl
k]    ]l

K-z>L
f

is a commutative diagram.

By the usual process of subdivision it is easy to see that k*: H(K)—>H(K)

and I*: H(L)-^H(L) are isomorphisms. It remains to show that f*: H(K)

—>H(L) is an isomorphism; it will then follow that/*: H(K) <=*H(L).

A model theory on a is defined by taking as the set of models 3TC the set

of open cells, and S(A) as the set of coordinate maps i: M—>A defining the

Cr-structure of the w-manifold A, where M£31?. js any w-cell.

By the definition of K and L, both are representable in the model theory

derived from (a, 3TC, S); by the usual proof of the Homotopy Axiom, K and L

have acyclic models in all dimensions >1; as K0 = L0, f has an inverse in

dimensions <0 and thus by Theorem 7 it follows that/* is an isomorphism.

We state this result as

Proposition 12. If K and L are the Cr and C' singular chain or cochain

functors on ar, the natural inclusion map induces an equivalence

H(K) « H(L).

4.2. Models for the singular theory. In ar, let 3TCr be the set of interiors of

w-cubes, w=0, 1, ■ • • (note: Int 1° = 1°); if A is a Cr paracompact manifold,

let S(A) he the set of maps cr: Int In—>A which can be extended to Cr maps of

some neighborhood of In. The cr£.S(.4) are in one-one correspondence with

the Cr singular cubes of A.

Proposition 13. Let G be an abelian group, K the Cr singular chain (or

cochain) functor on (Xr and K the augmented functor of K. Let (R, Y) be the
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direct (or inverse) model theory associated with (dr, 3TCr, S). Then K is acyclic

on models and Kn is representable for all n.

The proof that K is acyclic on models is the standard proof of the Homo-

topy Axiom. The proof of the representability is taken from Eilenberg and

MacLane [2].

Let L be the functor which toAGfl, assigns the complex generated by all

cubes. Then there is a natural map £: Ln—>Kn (or £: Kn—>Ln for the cochain

functor) which is onto (or one-one, respectively).

Let <r be an w-cube. Then define nxa = (l-DxF°x)(l-D2F02) ■ ■ • (l-DnF°n)a;

then r)xa = 0 if a = D(r for any i, r; hence vx induces a map v: 2f„—>L„ and %v

is the identity.

Clearly Ln is representable; hence by Proposition 1, Kn is representable.

4.3. Cup products. It follows from Proposition 13 and Theorem 11 that

if 2C(i) is the Cr singular cochain functor on ar, with coefficients in G(i) and

4>: G(1) ®GC2)—>G(,) is given, a unique product

0*: H(K™) ® H(K™) -> H(K^)

is defined; if uEH(K<-»(A)), vEH(K™(A)), the image 4>*(u®v) will be de-

noted by u\Jv.

Since the product 2C(1) ®K{2)—»2C(,) must commute with maps/: A—^B it

is easy to see that it must be given by a formula; and that it is independent

of the class r.

The associativity and skew-commutativity of the cup product can be

readily established by the methods of acyclic models.

Chapter V. The de rham theorem

In this chapter the complex of differential forms on a differentiable mani-

fold is described, and the de Rham theorem is established. For the concept of

exterior algebra, see Bourbaki [l].

5.1. The de Rham functor. For the statements of this section, see Gugen-

heim and Spencer [5J.

Let Af be a C°° manifold; by T(M) is denoted the tangent bundle of M,

which is a CM manifold. A cross-section of T(M) is called a vector-field of Af;

the set of C° vector fields will be denoted by Vm, and the set of C°° functions

on Af will be denoted by R(M). Then R(M) is a ring containing the real field

R (as the constant functions), and VM is an R(M)-module. A bracket product

[v, w] is defined for v, wEVm; each vEVm is a differentiation operator on

R(M). The dual tangent bundle T*(M) has associated a bundle T*(M) whose

fibre is the exterior algebra A(P") (where M is w-dimensional); a cross-section

of T*(M) is called a differential form of Af. The set of differential forms of

class oo will be denoted by <p(Af); <£>(Af) has a direct sum decomposition

$(Af) = 2~ll$v(M)< where $'(M) is the set of differential forms of degree p

(and $0(M)=R(M)).
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It is known that there is a natural isomorphism

*>(M) « HomB(m(AP(VM), R(M)).

The set $(M) is an associative ring with product A such that

<P A 4* = (-l)pq<P A<P

for tPE$p(M), xpE$q(M).

An operation d: $P(M)-*$P+1(M) is defined by

p+i
(dcp)(vi A • • • A vp+i) = £ (-1)'+%^! A • • • i • • • A vp+i)

i—l

+ E(-i),+,^(k»;] a»i-- •*•••?• ••Avi).

The operator d is characterized by:

(1) (df)(v)=v(f)iorfE&(M),
(2) d2 = 0,

(3) d(cPAyp) =dcPAyp+(-l)p<PAdyp for cbE^p(M).
If /: M—>N is a  C<° map,  then / defines a map f*:$(N)-*$(M), and

/'<* = dftJt&Af) =/¥ A/¥-
The {$(M), d} and/1*1 define a contravariant functor

$: a„ -> 5gfi (1? = real field)

which will be called the de Rham functor. The inclusion l?Cd>°(M) defines

an augmentation e: 1?—>dj>°, which will be called the natural augmentation.

If tr is a CK singular p-cube of M and cpE$"(M), an integral

f 4>=    f   (crfcb)
J a J ,p

is defined; this integral has the property that

f   4> = 0
J Di<r

so that f„cp, as a function of a, defines a linear map CP(M)—*R, that is, fcp

is a cochain of Af, so that J is a map

f :*'(!£)-+C'(M;R).

The classical theorem of Stokes states that

f <P =   f <ty
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so that / is a cochain map, which then defines a cochain transformation

(called the Stokes map)

f:*^C*
where C* is the C°° singular cochain functor with coefficients in the real

field R; if e*: R—>C*, e: 7v—xl?0 are the natural augmentations it is easy to see

that/e = e*.

The exterior product A defines a product jti: $®$—x£>, and the product

in the real field defines a map ir2: RXR—+R; then we have wx(e®e) =err2.

Thus A is a cup product associated with R®R—:>R. The product H($) ®H($)

—>27(<l>) induced by A will also be denoted by A-

5.2. Models for the de Rham functor. We define 'SKr to be the set of all

open cells, considered as C°° manifolds; and for a C°° w-manifold A, SR(A) is

to be the set of all inclusion maps i: M—>A of w-cells Af as open submanifolds

of A. Then (dx, 9TCs, Sr) is a category with models.

Proposition 14. Let $ be the augmented functor o/$>. Then 3> is acyclic on

models for (dx, 3dZ«, SR).

For a particularly elegant proof of this fact (sometimes called the Poincare

Lemma), see Gugenheim and Spencer [5, §4].

Proposition 15. Each 4?" is semi-representable for the inverse model theory

associated with (dx, 3TCr, Sr).

Let R be the associated model theory; then R($P)(A) = 2^^S{Af^v(Mi)

where Af„ runs over the open coordinate neighborhoods of A. Let { Ua} be a

locally finite covering of A by coordinate cells (which exists since each AGfl»

is paracompact), and let {</>„} be a partition of unity carried by { Ua}, each

4>a being a CM function on A vanishing outside Ua, with ^0a = l. Then if

co = {coa} isavectorofR($p)(A),letx(A)co= Jl<PaO)a. It follows that x(A)V (A);

= 1, so that $p is semi-representable.

Remark. $p is not representable, so that the concept of semi-representa-

bility is essential in the treatment of <£.

5.3. de Rham's theorem.

Theorem 16. Let C* be the C°° singular cochain functor with real coefficients

on aw and ■!> be the de Rham functor, where d„ is the category of paracompact Cx

manifolds. The Stokes map f: <J>—*C* induces an isomorphism /*: 27($>) ~H(C*);

if a, fiEH($(A)), then

/.«■*»-(J>MJ>>
It follows from Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 that for some model
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theory (R, Y) both $p and Cp are semi-representable for all p, and that

R($>), R(C*) are acyclic where <i>, C* are the augmented functors of $, C* (R is

the product of the model theories described in §5.2 and §4.2). The map

/: 4>—»C* is an isomorphism in dimension —1 (i.e., /: R~R), and thus /* is

an isomorphism by Theorem 9B. By Theorem 11, /* preserves products.

Hence de Rham's theorem follows.
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